Accelerate Enterprise Innovation

VMware and Microsoft have come together with a powerful solution portfolio. Explore the benefits of partnering with two of the most trusted names in enterprise.

As more enterprises put agility first, some are more successful than others. To stay competitive and meet rising customer expectations, organizations need to have cloud ecosystems that link employees, customers, partners, vendors and devices, seamlessly.

That’s why the leaders in public (Microsoft) and private (VMware) cloud have come together to create your optimal cloud environment.

Migration

Migrate with the virtualization platform used for 85 million workloads¹ and the scalable public cloud used by 95% of Fortune 500 companies.²

- Unlock cloud resilience, efficiency and innovation
- Reduce the cost, risk and downtime of migration
- Access a global network of data center locations to optimize disaster recovery
- Democratize and accelerate the path to cloud with Azure VMware Solution
- Maintain VMware investments without rearchitecting or disruption

“By migrating our VMware environment to Azure VMware Solution, we estimate that we are realizing six figures in hardware savings, averting more than five months of processing and supply chain delays, and gaining greater agility to support our spike in virtual desktop as a result of the ongoing pandemic. Taking advantage of Microsoft’s Azure Hybrid Benefit allows the University of Miami to use its existing on-premises Windows Server licenses for VMs in its Azure VMware Solution environment, at no additional cost.”

Mari Lovo
Director of Cloud Infrastructure Services
University of Miami
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Modernization

**Modernize** apps with a 78% increase in operation efficiency,\(^3\) and enable an anywhere workforce with 71% faster download times.\(^4\)

- Develop and modernize apps faster than ever, with access to Azure native services and Kubernetes
- Empower workers wherever they are with market-leading virtual desktop infrastructure
- Leverage a flexible, low-latency SD-WAN architecture to more than 5,000 sites
- Improve workload performance, elasticity, and availability

Cost-effectiveness

**Reduce** costs across the organization using a powerful solution portfolio.

Redeploying and extending VMware workloads on Azure can result in:

- A projected ROI of 125-274% over three years\(^5\)
- 2-5 fewer full-time IT admin hires\(^5\)
- Nearly $400,000 in avoided personnel effort in maintaining on-premises infrastructure\(^5\)
- Over 75% of application downtime reclaimed\(^5\)
- Reduced yearly infrastructure refreshes of 50-100%
- Reduced yearly business disruption of 75-100%

Additional benefits

The powerful solution portfolio lets you **manage** your operations centrally, **integrate** with ease, and **scale** across the world.

- Integrate with and improve the efficiency of your existing investments
- Leverage a single pane-of-glass view of operations across cloud and on-premises
- Azure VMware Solution allows you to scale globally with regions available worldwide
- Cloud Health for Azure offers an average of 25% less cloud spend a month\(^6\)
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